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Introducing new Great Northern Super Crisp Lager.  
Designed with an easy going lifestyle in mind, with its mild 
fruity aroma, subtle bitterness and refreshingly light finish, 

it’s brewed specifically for the Australian climate.

SEIZE THHE
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Sture Myrmell
President
P&O Cruises

What an amazing year 2015 was for 
P&O Cruises with the addition of 
Pacific Aria and Pacific Eden, which 
we celebrated on November 25 with 
all five ships cruising into Sydney 
Harbour. You can read about the 
design process behind our new 
ships in our feature on page 22.
 
The years ahead are set to be  
even bigger with the arrival  
of Pacific Explorer in 2017 and 
another brand-new ship, designed 
specifically for P&O, due to arrive 
in 2019. We’re also updating our 
onboard dining experiences, which 
you can get a taste for in our 
tempting feature on page 41.
 
Keen adventurers and nature 
lovers will enjoy our SA/WA 
destination feature on page 16, 
while those who prefer to laze away 
the hours on a tropical beach 
should flip to page 37 for our cover 
feature on Mystery Island.
 
Whatever your style, I hope you 
enjoy your cruise and this issue  
of Pacific.
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Making over Pacific Aria and Pacific 
Eden was a truly mammoth task, but 
now that they’re here, the results were 
really worth the effort. The renovation 
was the biggest-ever dry dock project 
P&O Cruises has undertaken so far.  
Over three weeks, 900 workers from  
42 countries worked more than 250,000 
hours in total to transform the ships’ 
interiors from drab to fab. More than 
500 shipping containers were emptied, 
5000 pieces of furniture were installed, 
10,000 litres of paint were applied and 
enough carpet was unrolled to cover the 
MCG twice over … which makes home 
renovations look like a piece of cake!

LOOKING BACK  
ON THE MAKING  
OF PACIFIC ARIA 
AND PACIFIC EDEN
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Did you know that we now offer 
cruises to Fraser Island? This World 
Heritage-listed island, located off 
the southern Queensland coast, 
boasts 184,000 hectares 
of diverse nature, including 
pristine beaches, freshwater 
lakes, sand cliffs and wild 
rainforests. Pacific Aria 
and Pacific Eden will be 
cruising to the island in 
2016 in conjunction with 
Kingfisher Bay Resort, 
which offers a range  
of eco-friendly four-
wheel-drive tours 
across the island. 
Don’t miss out!

Hold on to your hats because Pacific Explorer is 
coming in 2017. P&O Cruises’ newest addition will 
be joining our fleet with fresh designs reflecting 
the best of modern Australia. The 2000-guest ship 
will offer an array of dining experiences, featuring 
favourites from the existing fleet plus some 
exciting new concepts.

Taking entertainment to a whole new level, 
Pacific Explorer will feature new and exciting 
entertainment concepts and spaces that are 
guaranteed to excite and surprise, such as a 
cabaret-style entertainment lounge, refreshing 
new pool deck design and unique small bars.  
“We have grand plans for Pacific Explorer and we 
think her new features are going to cause a lot 
of excitement in the local industry,” says Sture 
Myrmell, President of P&O Cruises.

The 77,000-tonne ship, currently sailing as Princess 
Cruises’ Dawn Princess, is scheduled to enter the 
P&O fleet in May 2017 and will sail from Sydney 
during her inaugural season. 

Pacific Explorer’s maiden season is on sale now! 
Speak to the Destination Manager onboard to 
book a cruise.

2017 BRINGS ANOTHER REASON TO CELEBRATE!

ALL ABOARDGet back to nature  
on Fraser Island

FOND MEMORIES OF 
PACIFIC PEARL
P&O Cruises’ beloved Pacific Pearl will be 
farewelled in April 2017 as part of our fleet 
expansion and renewal program. Pacific Pearl 
has been cruising for P&O Cruises since 2010 
and by the time we say goodbye she will have 
completed 294 cruises with us and carried 
more than half a million guests. Her final 
cruise will be a 16-day cruise to Singapore 
departing Auckland on March 27, 2017.
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ALL ABOARD

All five of our ships – Pacific Aria, Pacific Eden, Pacific 
Dawn, Pacific Jewel and Pacific Pearl – were lined up 
before dawn on the morning of November 25, 2015 to  
get ready for their big entrance into Sydney Harbour.  
As the sun rose, the ships sailed into the harbour together 
to witness Pacific Aria’s and Pacific Eden’s social media 
naming ceremony at Fort Denison, where popular 
Australian singer Jessica Mauboy and actress Kate Ritchie  
(the ships’ godmothers) simultaneously christened the 
ships via Twitter. 

In a nod to maritime tradition, bottles of Champagne were 
smashed on the bows of the two new ships, with all five 
ships sounding their whistles to mark the nation’s first 
dual cruise ship christening.

This history-making gathering of five cruise ships from  
one fleet was watched by thousands of Sydneysiders  
on the foreshore and on small boats, while more than 
12,000 guests and crew onboard joined in the celebrations. 
Guests enjoyed a series of live concerts from more than 
25 music acts, including performances by Jessica Mauboy, 
The Veronicas, Samantha Jade, Justice Crew and Stan 
Walker. They also got down and boogied at our biggest 
Bianco White Party.

Ann Sherry, Executive Chairman of Carnival Australia, 
which operates P&O Cruises, says the event marked a new 
era for P&O, Australia’s only homegrown cruise line. 

WERE YOU IN SYDNEY FOR OUR~FIVE-SHIP~

SPECTACULAR?

In June 2016, Pacific Jewel will become 
the first cruise ship to call at the privately 
owned Conflict Islands in Papua New 
Guinea. This picturesque group of 21 islands  
surrounding a blue lagoon is home to a 
biodiverse reef system and is one of the 
most remote archipelagos in the world. 

In a landmark partnership for the 
region, P&O Cruises has worked with 
eccentric entrepreneur and passionate 
conservationist Ian Gowrie-Smith to 
bring cruise ships to his islands – one of 
only a few parcels of land owned freehold 
in Papua New Guinea.

P&O Cruises’ President Sture Myrmell  
is thrilled to be bringing the wonders  
of Papua New Guinea within reach of 
more Australian holidaymakers. “We 
have been pioneering cruising in the 
Pacific for eight decades and are still 
discovering fantastic cruise destinations 
for our guests. Papua New Guinea is one 
of the most extraordinary places on 
earth and even though it’s our neighbour, 
its picturesque islands are relatively 
untravelled – until now.”

Speak to the Destination Manager 
onboard for more information.

FIND YOUR 
INNER PEACE AT 
THE CONFLICT 
ISLANDS



MADE TO ESCAPE.
VISIT WWW.BLACKWOLF.COM.AU OR CALL 1800 227 070

FACEBOOK.COM/BLACKWOLFGEAR 

ALL BLACKWOLF PRODUCTS NOW COME WITH A LIFETIME WARRANTY*  

*YES IT REALLY IS A LIFETIME WARRANTY.  REGISTER ONLINE. RETAIN YOUR PROOF OF PURCHASE. FOR MORE DETAILS  SEE BLACKWOLF.COM.AU/WARRANTY
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It’s another world-first 
for P&O Cruises as we 
make plans to build a 
brand-new cruise ship 
specifically for the 
Australian market.

The new ship, due to be 
launched in 2019, will 
be built by legendary 
shipbuilders Fincantieri. 
It will weigh 135,500 
tonnes and, with a 
length of 323 metres, 
it will be able to carry 
more than 4200 guests 
in over 2100 guest 
rooms – double the 
capacity of the biggest 
cruise vessel currently 
homeporting all year  
in Australia.

The ship will be based 
year-round in Australia, 
offering itineraries from 
three days to 10 days in 
duration. Where will you 
be cruising in 2019? 

ALL ABOARD

WE’LL MAKE 
HISTORY IN

THE MAROONS VS THE BLUES:  
Rivalry at sea

2019

Two new, original stage shows have launched onboard Pacific Aria and 
Pacific Eden. Sideshow Alley takes a theatrically entertaining look at the 
characters behind the scenes of a travelling sideshow, while Twice Upon  
A Time is a remarkable lyrical dance piece. Both shows are modern 
emotional masterpieces unlike any other we’ve presented before and  
are sure to be favourites for our new generation of Cruiselings. 

Two new shows set sail

Following on from the success of 
Pacific Pearl’s recent cruise from 
Sydney to Auckland, which was timed  
to coincide with New Zealand’s biggest 
summer event, the Dick Smith NRL 
Auckland Nines, we’re taking Australia’s 
greatest sporting rivalry to sea with  

a new State of Origin cruise departing 
Brisbane on May 28, 2016. The 7-night 
Pacific Dawn cruise includes a  
bronze State of Origin ticket for each  
guest, plus transfers to and from  
ANZ Stadium and plenty of Origin-
themed action onboard. Game on!
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FIVE  
YEARS OF  
FLAVOUR

GET NOSTALGIC WITH LUKE MANGAN  
AS WE CELEBRATE THE FIVE-YEAR  

ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST  
SALT GRILL BY LUKE MANGAN  

RESTAURANT AT SEA.

Words: Alarna Haigh



I n the 1990s, a young Australian chef begged  
a famous employer in London for a job, on the 
proviso he would work without pay for a month. 

The junior scored the coveted job and took on the 
opportunity with limitless energy. This ambitious 
young chef was Luke Mangan and his energy has 
never wavered.

Now a chef, restaurateur, consultant, mentor and 
television presenter, this unstoppable businessman 
has given whole new meaning to the term ‘celebrity 
chef’ and now runs an empire around his Salt grill  
by Luke Mangan restaurants and bars that spans 
Australia, Asia and, of course, the waters in which 
our ships sail.

His next best talent after cooking must be that he 
can swap between roles quicker than we can finish  
a plate of his signature kingfish sashimi (served with 
pickled ginger, goat’s feta and cold-pressed olive oil 
— simple and amazing).

“I’ve always liked a challenge,” Luke says. “I’ve also 
worked for some really inspiring people that 
encouraged me to get out there and take a risk. 
From my first Salt restaurant in 1999, it has pretty 
much just grown from there.”

At 24, Luke headed up Merivale ‘bar tsar’ Justin 
Hemmes’ CBD restaurant in Sydney and subsequently 
launched his own restaurant, Salt, with the vision of 
showing off the finest Australian produce and wines. 
Achievements like these aren’t what you expect from  
a kid who left school aged just 15.

“I never liked school — to be honest I hated it,” Luke 
says. “I cooked with my mum a lot and it was the one 
thing I really enjoyed. I liked seeing the excitement 
on people’s faces when they enjoyed something  
I had cooked for them.”

“When I was 15, I had the opportunity to do some 
work experience at Two Faces in Melbourne and  
I think that’s when I knew I wanted to be a chef.”

Alongside his London days, Luke credits his Two 
Faces apprenticeship with instilling an appreciation 
for fresh, quality local produce, classical European 
cuisine and good ol’ fashioned hard work.
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gourmet trend

FLASHBACK: LUKE MANGAN’S  
TOP FIVE CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

Fresh out of school, my first restaurant job  
was an apprenticeship cooking under Herman 
Schneider at Two Faces in Melbourne.

I persuaded French chef Michel Roux to give me  
a job at London’s famous Waterside Inn — it was 
hard work but extremely educational.

The first incarnation of Salt opened in Sydney’s 
Darlinghurst, to great success. More Salt 
restaurants followed all around the world.

Opening Salt grill by Luke Mangan onboard the 
first three P&O ships was a highlight of my career 
— and now there are two more!

I opened CBD Restaurant in Sydney with Justin 
Hemmes and worked as head chef there for four 
years before deciding to go my own way.

1985

1990

1999

2010

1994

Waterside Inn

Two Faces

CBD Restaurant

First Salt restaurant

P&O Cruises
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HOW DID WE BECOME BFFS IN 
BUSINESS WITH LUKE?  
 
It was 2008 and Luke was celebrating his 
annual Appetite for Excellence Awards — 
where young waiters, restaurateurs and chefs 
are recognised for their achievements — and 
he shook hands with Sture Myrmell, then Vice 
President of Hotel Operations at P&O Cruises.

“We should do a restaurant together on one 
of your ships sometime,” Luke quipped in the 
moment; then thought nothing more of it. Yet 
three months later, Sture called to take Luke 
up on the offer. The proposed partnership 
would start our ‘food revolution’ onboard — 
stepping away from the traditional to create 
choice and variety.

“Salt grill by Luke Mangan aligned with P&O 
Cruises because our philosophy has always 
been the same — we want to create the best 
experience possible for people; sourcing  
the best produce that we can, providing the 
best service and ensuring our customers 
enjoy the best dining experience when they 
are with us,” Luke says.

Now celebrating five years together, dining  
at Salt grill by Luke Mangan is undoubtedly 
one of our guests’ favourite experiences … 
and it’s now onboard Pacific Aria and  
Pacific Eden too! The new concept, Salt grill 
bar by Luke Mangan, will also offer a 
sophisticated cocktail list.

To celebrate Luke Mangan’s food being 
available on land, sea, air and now trains he’s 
searching for Australia’s biggest foodie to 
experience them all.  Visit lukemangan.com.
au/CEO for more details.

gourmet trend

“It was long hours in very hot conditions,” Luke says. 
“At one stage I was working the 7am to midnight 
shifts, but I was committed to seeing my 
apprenticeship out to the end and I’m thankful  
today that I did.”

It was quite possibly this experience that first 
planted the seed in Luke’s head that he didn’t want  
to slave away over a stove for his whole career.

“I think you get to a certain age where you know  
that you can’t do the long hours in the kitchen  
as much anymore. That’s when I knew that I needed  
to focus on more of the business side to the 
hospitality industry.”

For everything he’s achieved in his 45 years, Luke’s 
cooking philosophy has stayed grounded by his 
simple love of food. With a focus on the best and 
freshest produce — Australian, wherever possible 
— his menus complement his ingredients’ natural 
flavours and every dish is plated with artistic flair. 
Luke’s version of modern Australian cuisine has  
no boundaries and his recipes celebrate that.

“Growing up in Australia as a chef is amazing.  
I’ve always been spoilt with fresh, local produce, 
top-quality meat and a food culture influenced  
by the best cuisines in the world,” he says. “Salt grill 
is an expression of the modern Australian cuisine 
I’ve always loved.”  

  Salt grill by Luke Mangan aligned with 
P&O Cruises because our philosophy has 

always been the same — we want to create 
the best experience possible for people.  
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National Centre for Performing 
Arts, Beijing
From a distance, Beijing’s National Centre for the 
Performing Arts appears as a giant, magical, floating 
egg. It’s actually a dome made of titanium and glass, 
encircled by a man-made lake. Built in 2007 according 
to a design dreamt up by French architect Paul 
Andreu, it’s the youngest venue on this list. Inside, 
three halls host a diverse program of performances 
covering opera, classical, world music and dance. 

DURING THE 1980 RECORDING OF 
HIS SONG ‘UNION MAN’, NEIL YOUNG 
FAMOUSLY QUIPPED, “LIVE MUSIC IS 
BETTER. BUMPER STICKERS SHOULD 
BE ISSUED.” HE HAD A POINT.
Words: JASMINE CRITTENDEN

REALLY 
FEEL THE 
RHYTHM

Y ouTube might give us more choices than 
Imelda Marcos’ shoe collection, but listening 
to music over the Internet is no substitute  

for the rawness, energy and unpredictability of a  
great musician in motion. That’s not just the opinion  
of hyped-up fans, by the way. There’s science to prove 
it. In fact, listening to music has the same effect as 
eating chocolate or hitting a high while running. All 
three activities boost a neurotransmitter in your 
brain called dopamine. Its job is to motivate you and 
to help you experience pleasure. 

What’s more, live music — as opposed to the recorded 
variety — encourages the hormone oxytocin, which 
increases generosity and trustworthiness. Who 
would have thought that checking out your favourite 
band could make you not only happier but a better 
person? It’s no surprise that live music is making a 
comeback. So, where are the best gigs on the planet 
happening right now?
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CHILL IN THE BLUE ROOM 
Pacific Aria and Pacific Eden have scored a brand new venue 
known as The Blue Room, a live-music lounge championing 
originality, diversity and contemporary sounds with live music 
at night. It’s the perfect venue for a nightcap after one of our 
brand-new production shows.

MORE LIVE MUSIC THAN EVER BEFORE 
From acoustic duos to rocking four-piece party bands, we’ve 
got a wide range of talented musicians playing live every day 
across our fleet. Whether you’re craving blues, R’n’B, jazz, funk 
or anything in between, we’ve got you covered. What’s more, 
many of our featured artists are local, homegrown talent.

ENTERTAINMENT

Paradiso, Amsterdam
According to Keith Richards, The Rolling Stones 
played their best-ever concerts at Amsterdam’s 
Paradiso in May 1995. Several tracks, recorded 
live, made it onto their album Stripped. Perhaps 
the venue’s ethereal atmosphere provided 
extraordinary inspiration. Built in the 19th 
century, Paradiso is a former church, renowned 
for the stunning high ceilings and striking stained 
glass windows that serve as a backdrop to the 
stage. Numerous music legends have played, 
recorded and/or filmed there, including The Cure,  
David Bowie, Nirvana, Nick Cave, Amy Winehouse 
and Adele (imagine hearing her voice with those 
amazing acoustics!).

Blue Note Jazz Club,  
New York City
Literally anything can happen at the Blue Note Jazz 
Club. Since the early ‘80s, this Greenwich Village 
swingin’ hot spot has hosted the world’s greatest jazz 
players — from Dizzy Gillespie, Bootsie Collins and 
Ray Charles to Chris Botti, John Scofield and Chick 
Corea. Plus, on any given night, you’ve a decent 
chance of stumbling across an unadvertised special 
guest. I wish I’d been there when Stevie Wonder or 
Tony Bennett sat in with the band! The club’s capacity 
is only 200, so you’re never far from the action. 

Sydney Opera House
Here, every show comes with the multi-sensory 
experience of perching right on the edge of Sydney 
Harbour: sunsets, stars, sky and sea. And you can see 
it all from the venue’s glass-walled foyers (with a 
glass of champagne in hand). Opera Australia hosts 
its extravagant productions here and the classical 
program regularly features international musicians. 
But don’t let the name of the venue fool you: there’s 
no shortage of rock, pop and folk gigs, with popular 
artists sometimes teaming up with the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra. Come summertime, the 
outdoor forecourt transforms into a spectacular 
concert setting, framed by those famous white sails. 
In 1996, Crowded House played its Farewell to the 
World gig here. 

Brixton Academy (officially  
O2 Academy, Brixton), London
Between 1994 and 2007, the NME Award for Venue  
of the Year went to Brixton Academy no fewer than 
12 times. It’s not only the magnificent art deco  
design that draws crowds, but also the big names, 
with megastars, like Hozier and Massive Attack, 
coming to this venue when they’re in the mood for 
something intimate. In 2000, Madonna ‘broke the 
internet’ when nine million people watched a 
live-stream of her Brixton Academy concert 
promoting her album, Music. Its close-to 5,000 
capacity means you get a rock ‘n’ roll experience,  
but without arena-level crowding.

CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP 
LEFT:

Adele sings  
her heart out  
at Paradiso, 
Amsterdam.

Funk bassist 
Bootsy Collins 
performs for the 
Blue Note Jazz 
Festival in New 
York City.

P&O Cruises’ 
new Blue Room.

The Birmingham 
Royal Ballet 
perform Beauty 
and the Beast  
at the National 
Centre For 
Performing Arts.

Roxette 
performs on 
the forecourt 
of the Sydney 
Opera House.

Crowds go wild 
at O2 Academy, 
Brixton.
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IT’S 
GONNA 
GET 
WILD
GET READY FOR ADVENTURES  
IN NATURE WHEN YOU CRUISE  
ALONG THE WA AND SA COASTS.
Words: CARMEN JENNER & leanne tomkins

Go wild in Broome
Now quite rightly famous for its glorious 22km-long 
Cable Beach (and accompanying camel safaris), 
Broome’s main appeal once lay within the depths  
of the Indian Ocean: pearls. Step back in time with  
a tour of Willie Creek Pearl Farm, operating in a 
protected tidal estuary, and continue the journey 
with a trike tour through Broome’s historic Chinatown 
and pioneer buildings. Entertain your wilder side  
with a hovercraft tour along Broome’s breathtaking 
coastline, during which you’ll zoom past mangrove 
thickets and tidal flats to ancient rock formations 
and 130 million-year-old preserved dinosaur tracks. 
Make sure to visit their modern relatives at Broome’s 
croc park!

T hrill-seekers and nature lovers are going wild 
for SA’s and WA’s unique natural adventures. 
These states’ pristine coastal wildernesses 

offer an exceptional array of unique adventure and 
wildlife experiences. Expect dust on your boots,  
salt spray on your sunglasses, camel kisses on your 
cheeks and a yearning for more of the wild side of life.
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HANG  
ON TIGHT,
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TRAVEL

GET READY FOR ADVENTURES  
IN NATURE WHEN YOU CRUISE  
ALONG THE WA AND SA COASTS.
Words: CARMEN JENNER & leanne tomkins

HEAD back to nature in Geraldton
There’s no better place to escape it all than Kalbarri National Park,  
an enormous 1830km2 of some of nature’s most dramatic 
landscapes. Picture monumental sandstone gorges, sharp sea cliffs 
and vast plains of sand dotted with more than 500 varieties of 
wildflowers (between August and November). But, if travelling over 
land isn’t enough of a getaway, join our Batavia Fly Over flights to the 
Abrolhos Islands. These 122 islands are home to sea lions, dolphins, 
whales and more, and were once infamous for wrecking ships. Back 
on the mainland, Greenough Wildlife and Bird Park let’s you get up 
close and personal with the local wallabies ... and snakes. Be brave!

explore the dark depths of 
Fremantle’s history
It’s easy to clear out the cobwebs with a swim or 
stroll along South Beach or Port Beach, but a visit  
to Bathers Beach, a local favourite, requires a little 
more adventure  — to get there, you’ll need to wander 
through the historic Whalers Tunnel. Built by the 
Fremantle Whaling Company in 1837 to give easier 
access for transporting goods to and from its 
whaling ships, the tunnel runs directly beneath 
Fremantle’s first prison, The Round House. Visit at 
1pm to hear cannon fired! If historic incarceration  
is your idea of fun, head to the gallows at Fremantle 
Prison and trek on foot and by boat through the 
labyrinth of tunnels 20 metres below ground. 

Get wet in Exmouth
With over 200 species of coral and 500 species of fish, there’s  
a whole underwater world to explore in the 300km-long Ningaloo 
Marine Park. You can hire a double-seated sea kayak or simply take  
a few steps from shore and ‘drift snorkel’ down the coast. Exclusive 
boat cruises will take you to the best spots to swim with whale sharks — 
keeping pace with these gentle giants is an experience that can’t be 
guaranteed in many other places in the world. If getting wet isn’t 
exactly your style, rent a 4WD for an adventure through the red sand 
dunes in Cape Range National Park or strap on your boots for a trek 
across its spectacular coastal scenery.
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  Stick closer to town 
for Esperance’s very 
own Stonehenge, which 
is a full-sized pink 
granite replica.  

WILD WARNING:  
Our natural adventure and discovery cruises may result in endless 
yearning to return to the wild long after you’re back home to reality!

Trek postcard-
perfect Esperance
Trek through Cape Le Grand 
National Park with a spectacular 
walk along the Le Grand Coastal 
Trail, postcard-perfect Cape Le 
Grand Beach and Rossiter Bay. A 
hike up Frenchman’s Peak will give 
your wide-angle lens a workout but 
if that seems a bit too energetic, 
Hellfire Bay or Lucky Bay reward 
you with pretty beaches, minus  
the sweat. Join a wildlife cruise  
to nearby Woody Island onboard  
the MV Southern Niche  — a 60ft 
catamaran — to encounter 
Australian sea lions and New 
Zealand fur seals. Or stick closer  
to town for Esperance’s very own 
Stonehenge, which is a full-sized 
pink granite replica of the original.

Take sanctuary on 
Kangaroo Island
Kangaroo Island’s old-growth vegetation 
spans over 2250km2 and is filled with walking 
trails, kayaking and swimming opportunities 
and wildlife galore, including kangaroos.  
Seal Bay is one of the island’s must-visit 
destinations — join a tour with an experienced 
local guide who will take you to see Australian 
sea lions in their natural habitat from the 
vantage point of an 800m-long boardwalk. 
Kangaroo Island Ocean Safaris offer an 
exhilarating on-water experience where  
you may see dolphins, seals and marine 
birdlife while viewing the magnificent ancient 
coastline from a 12-seat Gemini Waverider 
tour vessel. 

CAN’T WAIT TO 
GET BACK  
TO NATURE? 
WE’VE GOT JUST 
THE CRUISES 
FOR YOU! 
See the Destination 
Manager onboard to  
find out more about our 
6-night Southern 
Discovery cruises 
departing Adelaide 
and visiting Kangaroo 
Island, Esperance and 
Fremantle, and our 8-  
or 9-night Coral Coast 
Discovery cruises 
departing Fremantle and 
visiting Geraldton, 
Broome and Exmouth.
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southaustralia.com

Four ports.  
Four gateways 
to spectacular  
South Australia.  

Adelaide
Vibrant meets laid back
• Great shopping in Rundle Mall, the historic arcades 
or boutique stores

• Beautiful parks and gardens to explore
• Shore excursions from Adelaide can also take you 
to the stunning Adelaide Hills, the world-renowned 
Barossa or the adventure-loving Fleurieu Peninsula

Port Lincoln
Australia’s seafood capital and home to the best 
tuna, kingfish, abalone and oysters.
• A haven for adventure-seekers with shark cage diving, 
swimming with friendly sea lions or lightning fast tuna

• Magnificent Coffin Bay scenery, heritage and oysters
• Stunning coastal panoramas

Kangaroo Island
A brilliant place to see Australian wildlife in its  
natural habitat
• Walk among sea lions on the beach at Seal Bay
• Dolphin and seal tours – on the water and in the water
• Spectacular geological wonders like Remarkable 
Rocks and Admirals Arch

• Try quad biking or head to the dunes of Little Sahara 
for some sand boarding

Robe
An SA favourite – a fun, seaside, holiday sensation
• Opens the door to an amazing hinterland of lush 
farming country and famous wagyu beef experiences

• Visit the fascinating World Heritage listed  
Naracoorte Caves

• Taste wines in the famed Coonawarra wine region
• See Penola, home of Australia’s first saint, Saint Mary 
McKillop and learn about her early life

For more information about the regions around  
South Australia’s four ports visit: 

Adelaide

Robe
Kangaroo 

Island

Port Lincoln

SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA

30435_SATC_P&O Cruise SA ad_FA.indd   1 3/07/2015   4:28 pm
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HAPPILY
AFTER
Effie

G reat ideas sometimes 
happen in unpretentious 
places. Isaac Newton 

had his epiphany sitting under 
an apple tree. The ancient Greek 
scholar Archimedes shouted 
“Eureka!” from the bathtub. And 
for Australian comedian Mary 
Coustas, the idea for the iconic 
character Effie Stephanidis 
happened on the john. 

“I stumbled across some girls 
like that in the ’80s in some 
toilets in Lygon Street in 
Melbourne,” Mary says. “I was  
in the toilet, sitting on the toilet, 
when I heard this accent and 
this conversation that I found 
so exciting and yet completely 
petty; it was a cross between  
a yobbo Australian accent and 
the broken Greek accent they 
were hearing at home; it had its 
own musicality about it and I just 
fell in love with it. And then when  
I got out and I saw that they had 
really big hair and the over-sized 
hairspray bottle, I just thought, 
‘I’m doing that’.”

And so years before Jersey 
Shore or The Only Way is 
Essex, there was Effie, making 
audiences laugh with her 
malapropisms, unapologetic 
mannerisms and bouffant hair 
(“the higher the hair, the closer 
to god”). 

“These girls exist everywhere,” 
Mary says. “They’re in New 
Jersey and Brooklyn; these 
types of girls come out of these 
small sub-cultures and they 
exist wherever there are Italian 
girls or Mexican girls or Greek 
girls. They’re the brassy sort of 
mousey, ballsy ones, and people 
really recognise that character. 

“You don’t have to be exactly 
the same, you just have to 
have a common challenge and 
that feeling like you don’t fit 
in. And then watching Effie not 
apologise for that, I think people 
really love that.”

The minute Effie appeared on 
television in Wogs Out Of Work 

in the early 1990s, Mary was 
bonded to her. “She’s sort of real 
to me, she’s like a cousin or a 
sister or something. I suppose 
it’s the kid in me — that could 
have been me. If I had stayed  
in Collingwood, which is where  
I grew up, I could have very 
much ended up being Effie.”

At nine years old, Coustas and 
her family moved to Doncaster 
— then a mostly Caucasian area 
with farm properties — where 
Coustas was one of only three 
ethnic children in her entire 
school. Coustas “hated every 
second of it” but by high school 
had started to tolerate it, using 
her sense of humour to turn the 
negativity around. 

  I was in the toilet when  
I heard this accent ... it was a 
cross between a yobbo Australian 
accent and broken Greek.  



DOES YOUR FUNNY BONE NEED TICKLING?  
Speak to the Destinations Manager onboard for more 
information about our comedy cruises.

Entertainment

LIGHTS, CAMERA, HAIRSPRAY, 
AND A BIT OF FETA — PREPARE 
TO CATCH THE BOUQUET AS 
EFFIE, ONE OF AUSTRALIAN 
TV’S BIGGEST COMEDY 
CHARACTERS, IS BACK ... AND 
SHE’S GETTING HITCHED! 
WE SPEAK WITH THE ICONIC 
CHARACTER’S CREATOR, MARY 
COUSTAS, ABOUT HER NEW 
SHOW AND WHAT IT’S LIKE 
BEING THE INIMITABLE EFFIE.

Words: Jana Roose

“Humour is the only relief you’ve 
got. I think anyone who wants 
to be healthy has to find some 
humour somewhere along the 
line that’s going to help make 
them feel more in control.”

Mary has been performing in  
a stage show A Date With Effie  
for the last three years, and  
now she has a new production 
Effie: The Virgin Bride coming 
in 2016. In it, Effie the virgin is 
finally getting married.

“It’s a very interactive show 
and it’s going to be a lot of fun,” 
Mary says. “People are going 
to feel like they’re part of this 
important night. Everyone loves 
a wedding and no one more than 
Effie, so this is her big moment.”

The show is going to be big, 
glitzy, and full of technical pizazz 
befitting a Greek goddess. “This 
show will only be in big theatres, 
as it’s all bells and whistles, but  
I hope people will get to see Effie 
again on a P&O ship soon.”  
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~VIVA LA~ 

REVOLUTION
OUR NEW SHIP DESIGNS ARE CHANGING THE WAY AUSTRALIANS CRUISE.

Words: BRIAN CRISP
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Rival companies are likely to head straight back to 
their drawing boards as they try to play catch-up! 

Design is about so much more than aesthetics:  
good design can alter the way people use things.  
It changes the way people feel and can set one thing 
apart from another. Our new ships have the potential 
to change the cruising industry in the same way the 
iMac changed computers, the way Charles Rennie 
Mackintosh brought heart and soul to Scottish 
design, and the way Norman Foster can change  
a city with just one of his stunning buildings.

That is testament to the high level of Tillberg 
Design’s achievements on Pacific Aria and  
Pacific Eden: These ships are different. They are 
game changers. Long-time cruisers will appreciate 
the leap into the modern world. People who say they 
don’t like cruising will do a double take and hopefully 
become first-time cruisers. 

“The cruise industry has realised that design is  
a strong competition tool,’’ Johansson says. 

“I think there is going to be a big transformation in the 
cruise industry and the first people who dare to take 
that step, like P&O Cruises in Australia, will gain a lot 
of advantage from that. They will attract a new and 
partly unexplored clientele and a market segment 
that hasn’t been addressed by any cruise operators. 

O ur two new-look ships, Pacific Aria and 
Pacific Eden, arrived in Sydney Harbour  
on November 25 — and that date is now 

marked down on calendars as the birth of a new  
era of interior design for cruise ships, thanks to  
the unique vision of Tillberg Design of Sweden.

Tillberg Design of Sweden art director, Fredrik 
Johansson, says his company looked to hotels and 
restaurants for inspiration to create the radically 
different residential design feel of our new ships. 
While traditionally words like ‘grand’, ‘timeless 
elegance’ and ‘ornate’ have been used to describe 
ships, from now on the vocabulary will be filled with 
words like ‘sleek’, ‘modern’ and ‘residential’. 

  It’s about flexibility and freedom of choice ... but it’s also about creating  
a seamless experience from booking, to checking in, to relaxing onboard.  

ship DESIGN

OUR NEW SHIP DESIGNS ARE CHANGING THE WAY AUSTRALIANS CRUISE.

DID YOU 
KNOW?
It took 18 
months from 
design concept 
to delivery to 
bring Pacific 
Aria and Pacific 
Eden to life.



FOR THE BEST OCEAN SUNSETS 
ON EARTH YOU NEED TO BOARD  
A DIFFERENT SHIP.

For itinerary ideas visit westernaustralia.com

There aren’t many ports where you can catch a sunset cruise 
on the ships of the desert. And Broome is just one jewel in a 
string of ten diverse cruise destinations along Western 
Australia’s 20,000km coastline.

Destination
CABLE BEACH, BROOME

INVESTMENT 198 CRUISE DPS - PACIFIC MAGAZINE.indd   1 23/06/2015   10:49 am
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“It’s about flexibility and freedom of choice,” he 
explains, “but it’s also about creating a seamless 
experience from booking, to checking in, to relaxing 
onboard. It’s less dictated by the ship — what you can 
see onboard and what you can eat — and it’s more 
personal. People want more freedom.’’ 

When our executives briefed Tillberg Design, the 
message was clear and simple: we wanted to move 
away from a formal mass-market look to a much 
more private and intimate feel, like a boutique hotel 
or an upmarket residential complex. 

“Historically, it’s been a lot about designing timeless 
elegance, because it is a big investment and the 
design has to last for a long, long time,’’ Johannson 
says. “The cruise industry is beginning to realise  
that it has to follow the pace of land-based 
establishments where there is a much quicker 
turnover of themes, concepts and food. Styles  
are much more short lived. That’s the new approach  
a lot of cruise owners are going to take: design 
something that looks fresh and inviting right now.’’ 

Nowhere is that more obvious than in the dining 
areas on Pacific Aria and Pacific Eden. The buffet is 
gone, replaced by a contemporary collection of food 
outlets in The Pantry and the main restaurant — the 
Waterfront — has been cut into three, so guests can 
now choose to dine in the traditional Waterfront 
setting, Pan-Asian Dragon Lady or Angelo’s Italian.

P&O Cruises’ President Sture Myrmell says the  
ships offer guests affordable luxury. “Pacific Aria 
and Pacific Eden represent the next generation of  
P&O ships inspired by modern Australia. There is  
a relaxed vibe, casual enough to bring the sand in 
from the beach, but with a touch of sophistication 
that feels indulgent.’’

Pacific Explorer, launching in May 2017, will be the 
next evolution of our modern Australian ship design. 
She will include many of the favourite features seen 
onboard Pacific Aria and Pacific Eden, as well as 
some new, never-before-seen ones.  

ship DESIGN

DESIGNING OUR NEW CRUISING STYLE 
To formulate the design plans for our game-changing vessels, 
Tilberg Design’s interior designer Petra Ryberg spent three weeks 
sailing on the MS Ryndam before it was transformed into Pacific 
Aria, and also visited Australia. 

“We actually looked at hotels and restaurants, some in Sydney, for 
our inspiration, not other cruise ships,” she says. “We didn’t want it 
to feel pretentious at all. We wanted it to feel very residential and 
resort-like, like a high-end hotel.’’ 

Petra, who trained in New York, has been an integral part of the 
Tillberg Design AB team since January 2014 and had a lot of fun 
embracing Aussie values before starting the design process.

“One of the most important parts of this project, as a designer, was 
to spend time in Sydney to realise what the Aussies like and what 
they don’t like,” she explains. 

“I realised Aussies are about having fun and not taking themselves 
too seriously, but they appreciate quality food and drink.’’ 



Australian Family Owned Since 1858

AN ACTIVE VOLCANO IS THE DRAMATIC BACKDROP  
TO VANUATU’S BURGEONING COFFEE INDUSTRY.

Words: Liani Solari

ESPRESSO



ERUPTION

gourmet trend

AN ACTIVE VOLCANO IS THE DRAMATIC BACKDROP  
TO VANUATU’S BURGEONING COFFEE INDUSTRY.

Words: Liani Solari

ESPRESSO
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DID YOU 
KNOW?

Mount Yasur 
has been 

erupting almost 
continuously 

for more than 
800 years. Its  

ash acts as a  
natural fertiliser.

How many times have you 
heard coffee-lovers say 
they don’t feel human  

until they’ve had their first cup  
of the day? While they might be 
speaking figuratively, the reality  
of coffee production has a very 
human side.

For the people of Vanuatu’s  
Tanna Island, developing a local 
coffee-producing industry is  
the difference between watching 
economic opportunities sail past 
and benefiting from the surge  
in cruising to the Pacific Islands. 
In fact, the work of Tanna’s 500 
coffee-growers supports about 
5,000 people on the island.

Tanna Coffee is a single-origin 
coffee grown in the shadow  
of the world’s most accessible 
active volcano, Mount Yasur  
on the island of Tanna. 

While Tanna’s coffee production 
has increased over the past  

explains, “and the Tannese people 
use crop rotation, as they have 
for centuries, to prevent plant  
health issues.” 

This ensures an organic coffee 
crop that is free from chemical 
fertilisers and pesticides and,  
like a fine wine, reflects its terroir. 

Because sustainable farming 
methods are important  
to Tannese farmers who may  
only have a small amount of land, 
the technique of intercropping 
(growing food crops in between  
the rows of coffee plants) 
ensures land is used wisely.

Ticking all the boxes pertaining  
to sustainability, good working 
conditions and fair prices, Tanna 
Island Coffee describes itself  
as “beyond Fairtrade”. 

As Mike explains, it is a primary 
brand owned by the people  
of Tanna Island, who have  
direct access to international 
markets and receive better- 
than-Fairtrade prices for their 
coffee beans.  

“Now the farmers receive  
a lot more cash at the farm  
gate, which is very quickly  
spread around the communities,  

thereby establishing a better 
overall standard of living while  
still allowing traditional values  
to stay strong,” he says.

An important social by-product  
of Tanna Island’s coffee industry 
is the empowerment of women. 

16 years from 3.5 tonnes of beans 
per annum to 85 tonnes, getting 
the industry off the ground since  
the first plantings in 1852 has  
been no mean feat. 

Weather events such as cyclones 
and the need for infrastructure 
conspired to dampen the 
fledgling industry.

September 2007 was a watershed 
in Tanna’s coffee industry. Sowing 
the seeds of the joint venture 
known as Tanna Island Coffee, 
Tanna Coffee Plantations (TCP) 
held talks on the island with INIK 
Co-op to develop a business 
model that would benefit the  
local community. 

Today, TCP is responsible for 
funding, business directorship, 
marketing and sales, while  
INIK Co-op operates as a 
grassroots support network  
for the coffee-growers. 

TCP director Mike Pole attributes 
Tanna Island Coffee’s success  
to a number of factors, including 
the way INIK Co-op director  
Rex Iapen “has blended Western 
ways into the local people’s lives 
and allowed the farmers to  
learn slowly what the industry  
is all about”.

Other keys to Tanna Island 
Coffee’s success, Mike says,  
are the island’s active volcano  
and ideal rainfall. 

“Because Mount Yasur is always 
puffing out volcanic ash, there  
is no need to fertilise,” he 

  Tanna Island Coffee is deliciously 
aromatic and full-bodied, with a pleasant 
nutty flavour and a smooth aftertaste.  
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Mike recalls attending a strategy 
meeting with a male-dominated 
forum of local leaders at which 
Monique, the wife of TCP 
representative Napuat Mawe, 
addressed the gathering. 

“Coffee is a gift to women,” she 
said. “It is something that we can 
do and earn money from. 

“Coffee gives us pride in our  
work and what we, as women,  
can earn for our children and 
keep for ourselves.” 

The financial independence these 
women gain is happily shared 
among the extended family.

For our guests who haven’t yet 
had the pleasure, Tanna Island 
Coffee is deliciously aromatic  
and full-bodied, with a pleasant 
nutty flavour and a smooth 
aftertaste. The best way to enjoy  
it is to keep pace with island time 
and sip slowly. 

gourmet trend



RELAX AND REFRESH
WITH ONE OF OUR 
FINE BREWS
NOW ON BOARD

425ml570mlFOR PEOPLE OVER THE AGE OF 18 ONLY18+



HEALTH

THERE’S NO BETTER WAY TO COMPLETELY 
RELAX ON YOUR CRUISE THAN BY 

BOOKING A MASSAGE. BUT WHICH  
TYPE SHOULD YOU CHOOSE?

WORDS: RENATA BLISS

Hot stone massage was created by Arizona massage 
therapist Mary Nelson and since then a variety of 
techniques have been developed to cater to your 
needs. Your massage therapist may apply gentle 
pressure to release aches and pains, which helps  
to improve circulation and calm the nervous system.

Cool stones are sometimes used as well, as  
some types of inflammation can benefit from  
a combination of heated basalt and cool polished 
marble, enforced with gentle hand pressure. Our 
trained practitioners know what combination of 
warm, cool and soft massaging will best release  
your pain.

Elemis Deep Tissue Massage
The Elemis Deep Tissue Massage may be helpful for 
people who experience chronic pain, lower back pain 
or repetitive strain injuries such as carpal tunnel 
syndrome, sciatica or tennis elbow.

According to Consumer Reports magazine, 34,000 
people ranked deep tissue massage as the most 
effective relief for osteoarthritic pain and it received 
top ranking for alleviating fibromyalgia pain. Although 
the Romans and Greeks reportedly used deep  
tissue massage, the modern technique is less than 
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Sometimes it’s only when we stop to unwind that 
we start noticing how incredibly tense we’ve 
been feeling. A massage is the perfect solution, 

but with so many options, which is the best one for 
your needs?

Elemis Aroma Stone Therapy
The luxury of the Elemis Aroma Stone Therapy lies  
in the relaxing, gentle warmth that seeps throughout 
your body. Aromatic river stones about the size of  
an egg (but flat) are placed on specific points on your 
back, hands, feet and stomach to diffuse the tension 
in your muscles and your mind.

The basalt stones are rich in iron, so they retain heat 
well. The flush of warmth is great for people who have 
cold feet and hands or muscular tension. People with 
arthritis, osteoarthritis, stress, anxiety or back pain 
will also feel tremendous benefit.

ge
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 When the inspiration  
is flowing it’s amazing  
how time just disappears!  

WANT TO UNWIND?
P&O Cruises offers a variety of spa 
therapies and massages to help you 
relax, unwind and feel amazing. Visit the 
Aqua Spa or Elemis at Sea onboard for 
more information.

DID YOU 
KNOW?

Our onboard 
spas also have 

a huge range of 
cosmetic facial 
treatments and 

nail services, 
including an 

ice-cream 
pedicure!

200 years old. It was documented in 1949 by Canadian 
doctor Therese Phimmer; however, it is believed to 
have been developed in Canada in the 1800s. The 
strong scientific basis of this massage has ensured 
its place in sports medicine and physical therapy as  
a way to treat soft-tissue injuries and chronic pain.

Relaxers beware: This is not always a gentle massage! 
Your massage therapist will use a combination of 
fingertips, knuckles, hands, elbows and forearms  
to physically break down bands of painful, rigid tissue 
called adhesions. Adhesions block circulation and 
cause pain and restricted movement, so deep 
pressure may be needed to reduce the inflammation.

Using massage oil, your massage therapist will apply 
direct pressure, getting you to breathe a certain way 
while they work on specific areas. The pressure can 
be strong, so it’s important to tell your therapist if 
they are working outside of your comfort range. You 
may feel sore for a day or two afterwards but you’ll 
also experience a lightness and relief that makes the 
experience worthwhile.

Thai Herbal Poultice Massage
The Thai Herbal Poultice Massage is designed for 
people who feel stiff or have aches and pains and  
is especially good for those with poor circulation.  
This style of massage originated in Thailand during 
the Ayutthaya period (14th to 18th centuries) and its 
benefits are being appreciated in the new millennium.

During the massage, a steam-heated, muslin-wrapped 
aromatic poultice of medicinal herbs is massaged 
across your body, with your massage therapist 
focusing on any localised pain points. 

The rich minerals in the poultice are perfect for 
reviving tired skin. Several herbs are mixed  
together to create a wellness solution that both 
refreshes and stimulates. The herb prai is said  
to assist sore muscles and tired joints; turmeric  
has natural analgesic, anti-inflammatory and 
antiseptic properties; lemongrass aids circulation  
by stimulating lymphatic detox, which may reduce 
muscle pain; kaffir lime is great for toning mature 
skin; and rich-smelling camphor helps digestion  
and treats minor infections.

It’s no wonder this type of massage is experiencing  
a revival. Your body will love you for it!  

MASSAGE SAFETY TIPS
If you are pregnant or have osteoporosis 
or rheumatoid arthritis, please let our 
massage therapists know when you book 
your massage. If you have issues with 
blood clotting or are recovering from 
recent surgery or chemotherapy, consult 
your doctor before getting a massage.
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take you there...

let
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E veryone has faced the conundrum of bringing  
a bottle of wine to a dinner party. Red or white? 
How much should you spend? Should you pick 

the one with the most awards? Strangely enough, this 
exact predicament is what persuaded Duane Roy, 
winemaker and co-owner of Glandore Estate Wines, 
to get into the wine business. 

“I was asked to bring a bottle of wine to dinner and  
I had no clue what to buy!” he says. So, he asked an 
oenophile friend to provide some guidance. From that 
point onwards, Duane was obsessed: he read every 
book on wine, spoke to any expert that crossed his 
path, joined viticulture studies and started working  
at wineries to further his knowledge.

Now, years later, his passion has turned into a 
successful 16-year career as a winemaker, the last  

BECAUSE...

VINO

HUNTER VALLEY-BASED 
WINEMAKER DUANE ROY 
SHARES THE SECRETS TO 
CHOOSING A GREAT DROP.
Words: KATHERINE BUTTERWORTH

HUNTER VALLEY-BASED 
WINEMAKER DUANE ROY 
SHARES THE SECRETS TO 
CHOOSING A GREAT DROP.
Words: KATHERINE BUTTERWORTH
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THE BLUFFER’S GUIDE TO 
TASTING WINE LIKE A PRO

1) BRING AN OPEN MIND 
Duane is adamant that this is the most 
important tip. “The amount of people who 
come in with a fixed opinion that they don’t 
like a certain wine, often leave with a case  
of that exact varietal, because you never 
know — your palate may very well have 
changed since you last tried it.” 

2) LOOK 
To observe a wine, “Tilt the glass away from 
you on an angle, preferably with a white 
background behind the glass; this will give 
you the true colour and clarity. The wine 
shouldn’t be hazy, and if you are looking at  
a red wine it should look dark and vibrant.”

3) SMELL 
Swirling your glass aerates the wine and 
releases the aromas. Duane insists that you 
should  “Get your nose in there and have a 
really good sniff! Don’t worry if you can’t take 
in everything that is listed on the label, just 
ensure you know what wine you are drinking 
and take a couple of notes, such as whether  
it is fruity, sweet or earthy.”

4) TASTE SLOWLY 
When tasting a wine Duane says, “Drink it 
slowly, allowing the wine to move around your 
mouth. You should picture your palate in 
three parts: the tip of your tongue, mid-area 
and the back of your throat. Observe how  
the wine interacts with these different parts:  
Is there a lot of fruit on the tip of your 
tongue or the whole way through? And how 
long does the flavour last after you swallow?”

GOURMET TREND

10 of which have been as 
co-owner of Glandore Estate 
Wines in the Hunter Valley, 
Australia’s oldest wine region. 
Known for its Semillon, Shiraz 
and Chardonnay, the Hunter 
Valley lends the character  
of the land to the wines that 
Glandore Estate creates. 

“The reds are mid-weight and 
on the savoury side, not as fruit driven, and there is 
an earthiness to them,” Duane explains. “Sometimes 
in really great Shiraz the taste is reminiscent of 
summer rain on the dirt. Compare this with our 
current Semillon, which we picked early because  
the summer rain used to come early to the Hunter 
— acidity is there, which gives it a fresh lemon or lime 
taste and great ageing potential.”

Duane takes a hands-on approach to winemaking, 
from hand-picking grapes to experimenting and 
refining new varietals or processes, such as wild 
fermentation. It’s important to him to expand what 
varietals are available in Australia. So, in addition  
to the Hunter Valley staples, he also produces a wide 
range of varietals; everything from Blush Moscato  
to Viognier Gewürztraminer. This is a big part of the 
Glandore Estate wine club experience; members are 
always able to taste new wines.

So, after all these years, does Duane still have that 
same passion for what he does? “Absolutely!” he says. 
“My favourite part is the harvest — looking at the 
wines, trying to get an idea of what the fruit in the 
vineyard will look like as a final product and chatting  
to the other winemakers in the company who also see 
the potential of our vineyards to make great wine”.  

TASTING AT SEA

The Cellar Door is in action 
onboard Pacific Aria and 
Pacific Eden offering wine 
tastings, masterclasses, 
vintage seminars and a whole 
lot more.

DID YOU 
KNOW?

An oenophile  
is a connoisseur 
of wines. Your 
friends will be 
impressed if  
you break that 
word out with 
your next bottle 
of red!



Queensland is where Australia shines for cruise passengers.
Queensland offers eleven destinations for cruise ships and abundant nature-based and 
scenic shore excursion options. Queensland will woo you with vibrant city experiences, 
fabulous food, bustling markets and the pristine waters of the Great Barrier Reef. We are 
proud of our ever-evolving destinations and we’re bursting at the seams to show you why.

Set course for Queensland 
Where Australia Shines

1516 - 4516 -  Cruise Publication - TEQ Ad.indd   1 6/11/2015   10:22 AM
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MYSTERIES
The island of

TRAVEL

AT THE SOUTHERNMOST POINT OF THE VANUATU 
ARCHIPELAGO IS A TROPICAL ISLAND THAT YOU  
WON’T EVER WANT TO LEAVE.
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DID YOU 
KNOW?

As a nod to the 
headhunting 

heritage of the 
islands, guests 

are encouraged  
to stand in a 

large cooking 
pot and have 

their photo 
taken with 

locals in warrior 
garb ... soup’s up!

W hen you first step onto the warm  
white sands of Mystery Island, you’ll  
feel like you’ve arrived at the ultimate 

natural island playground. Rising out of the brilliant 
turquoise waters of Vanuatu, Mystery Island is tiny — 
just 1km-wide — yet this uninhabited islet offers  
so much insight into the local community and its 
culture … not to mention unparalleled natural beauty!

Once you’ve adjusted your sunglasses to the 
heaven-bright South Pacific sun, wander away from 
the crowds near the tender boats and set off to 
explore. It can take as little as 45 minutes to walk 
around, but as the relaxing pace of island time quickly 
sets in and slows your steps you could spend an 
entire day here without a worry in the world.  

Mystery Island — known locally as Inyeug island — is 
actually uninhabited but the local community, which 
lives on the nearby island of Aneityum, paddle over  
in the morning to welcome cruise guests. Visits by 
cruise ships have become a cornerstone of the local 
economy as they provide casual employment for 
around 15 per cent of the population, which has  
a flow-on effect to benefit the entire community. 

  You’ll be engulfed by a cloud of flitting fish, greedily chasing food 
and then dancing ever so slightly out of the way if you reach out.  

Depending on where you snorkel, and whether you 
bring your lucky charms, you’ll likely catch a glimpse 
of turtles, darting sergeant fish, clown fish guarding 
their anemones, brightly coloured parrot fish, wildly 
patterned moon wrasse and Christmas tree worms, 
whose bizarre feathered stalks spiral their way out  
of coral and will pop back inside if you put your hand 
too close. 

If you snorkel with a guide they might bring food  
to feed the fish, and as the tidbits float out of your 
hands you’ll be engulfed by a cloud of flitting fish, 
greedily chasing food and then dancing ever so 
slightly out of the way if you reach out to them.

There is more to this island than the sea, however; 
when you do return to shore why not explore further 
afield by taking a boat across to Aneityum, known  
as ‘the last island in Vanuatu’.

Aneityum is much larger and higher than Mystery 
Island, rising to 852 metres at the top of Mount 
Inrerow Atamein, and offers some good bush walking. 

Mama’s Market will be set up by the time you arrive 
and it employs many women selling trinkets and 
crafts. You can buy anything from grass skirts to 
sarongs, bags and leis or even get your hair braided. 
Make sure you take your wallet and tip the kids who 
sing to entertain you.

Freshly chopped coconuts and freshly caught 
lobster are among the must-eat and drink items.  
The price is the price — Melanesians don’t barter,  
but they do enjoy a good chat! 

If you’re more interested in getting out on — or in — 
the water, hire some snorkelling gear and waddle  
in from the beach or join a glass-bottom boat tour,  
a transparent kayak adventure, or even test your 
balance paddle boarding between the islands. 

Snorkelling is the most popular way to explore  
the dusk-coloured reefs of this protected marine 
reserve. The muted-colours of the hard coral 
contrast sharply against the brightness of the  
water and abundant sea life. 
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TRAVEL

There are established tracks and, thankfully, the 
forest is not as humid or hot as the more northern 
Vanuatu islands. You should play a game to see  
who can spot the most varieties of native orchid — 
there are more than 80!

If you’d rather not go bush you could join one of  
the local tours, such as the Modern Village Walk.  
On this tour, local guides take you inside village life 
and provide a personal insight into what it is like  
to live on the island in the 21st Century, where 
traditional and modern lifestyles have melded.  
The fact that this rather traditional-looking village 
runs on solar power is a good example of the kind  
of blended lifestyles Vanuatuan people now lead,  
even in this remote location.

Local tour guide Akassie Robert says that “visitors 
see our kitchen and cooking customs, how clothes 
are washed in rivers, our herbal medicines and the 
process for making kava, if it’s the right time”. 

The village includes a school and a much-needed 
health facility with maternity and dental services — 
gifts from the Pacific Partnership program, an 
alliance between P&O and Save the Children that’s 
also supported by you, our guests. 

The main significance of these facilities to island life 
is that they help keep locals local. Instead of needing 
to travel to bigger cities to look for work, they are 
able to stay on their traditional lands where they can 
run businesses, care for their families and maintain 
the village for the future generations of residents 
and travellers. 

And, after you’ve spent the day in such blissful, 
welcoming surrounds, you’ll understand why.  

CALLING ALL MYSTERY SEEKERS 
Support the local community and join our new 
Shore Tours on Mystery Island. Speak to the 
Destinations Manager onboard to discover more 
about this very special destination.



Watershed Premium Wines, a unique wine experience, is proud to be associated 
with P&O Australia in showcasing our award winning wines from Margaret River.

Available at various restaurants on board

RAted Red 5 StARS
JAmeS HAllidAy

2016 Australian Wine Companion

WineRy of tHe yeAR 
RAy JoRdAn

WA Wine Guide 2014

w w w . w a t e r s h e d w i n e s . c o m . a u

Words: Melanie Pike
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gourmet trend

PALATES
Global

SOME PEOPLE TRAVEL 
TO SEE MONUMENTS, 

OTHERS FOR SCENERY. 
FOR ANOTHER GROUP, 

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE 
WEIRD AND WONDERFUL 

DISHES THAT  CAN BE 
FOUND WHERE THE 
LOCALS FREQUENT.

Words: Melanie Pike
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Indonesia
TODAY’S FOOD TRUCKS CAN LEARN A THING  
OR TWO FROM THESE STREET VENDORS
The heat from the flames, the smell of food cooking 
over coals and the throng of hungry locals (and brave 
tourists) swarming the street stalls all add to the vibe 
as you decide which local delicacy to devour next. 
Forget the “don’t eat from the street” warnings of 
wimps, get in there and try something new! Start with  
a simple plate of gado-gado, a tasty mix of vegetables, 
rice and sometimes tofu, smothered in a delicious 
peanut sauce then garnished with hard-boiled eggs  
and sautéed onions. Scoop it up with a side of kripik 
(deep-fried crackers). Follow that with succulent ayam 
goreng (Indonesian fried chicken), marinated or braised 
in a spicy broth, then fried before serving. Lastly, it’s not  
a successful foodie expedition into living like a local if you 
don’t try one of the smelliest fruits on the globe: durian. 
It’s a love it or loathe it kinda deal, so if you can get past 
the smell to enjoy the sweet, creamy, ice-cream-like 
texture of the flesh you’re doing well.

gourmet trend

Mexico
THERE’S SO MUCH MORE TO MEXICAN FOOD THAN
CORN CHIPS TOPPED WITH CHEDDAR CHEESE
Yes, Tex-Mex may offer a fantastic combination of tortillas, salsas, beans, 
meats, guacamole and sour cream. But if you look at the ingredients in 
Tex-Mex favourites, such as tacos, burritos, fajitas and enchiladas, they’re 
all pretty much the same dish in different incarnations. So what exactly 
do Mexico’s locals eat? The most common dish would have to be meat 
cooked in mole (pronounced mol-eh) — an incredibly rich sauce with 
dozens of different local interpretations found all over the country. The 
one thing they have in common is that the sauces contain upwards of  
20 different ingredients, sometimes even chocolate! Mole is definitely  
a labour of love, as it requires constant care and attention to make, but 
the reward is something truly delicious. If you’re after something lighter, 
why not try ceviche? Typically, it’s made from fresh raw fish that’s cured 
in lemon or lime juice and spiced with ajo chilli. Ingredients may also 
include onions, salt and coriander – like salsa, only fishy!

India
FROM COMFORTABLY WARM TO BLOW-YOUR-HEAD-OFF HOT,  
THERE’S AN INDIAN CURRY OUT THERE FOR EVERYONE
Did you know that vindaloo was originally a Portuguese dish? But it’s the 
indigenous people of Goa who are the ones to credit for turning up the 
heat enough to make you sweat. While the traditional Goan vindaloo 
recipe uses pork, there are plenty of other meat options. Whichever 
version you choose, keep something cooling nearby … cucumber raita 
by the glass, perhaps? Did you also know that korma isn’t a specific 
curry? It’s a style of cooking that involves the meat being marinated  
in yoghurt, then the whole lot being slowly cooked down until the juices 
reduce into a lovely thick sauce. Soak it up with fresh roti or naan bread.
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CALLING ALL 
FOODIES!

The Destinations 
Manager onboard has 
all the information 
you need about our 
Food & Wine cruises 
and the huge array 
of authentic onshore 
cooking experiences 
we have available in 
many ports of call. 

bye bye buffet!
The Pantry is a revolutionary dining experience onboard Pacific Jewel, 
Pacific Aria and Pacific Eden, where you can order freshly made food 
from a food court-style collection of individual, multicultural dining 
outlets, including Mexicana and Curry House. Inspired by the best  
food from around the globe, the question is: Which dish will you try first?

Italy
THERE ARE AS MANY TYPES OF PASTA  
AS THERE ARE REGIONS ACROSS ITALY
Pasta is so revered in Italy that it gets its own course on menus. Sitting 
between antipasto (entrée) and secondo (second course), the primo  
(first course) is a small plate of pasta, quite often tossed with seasonal 
vegetables and an abundance of fresh herbs. Certain dishes use specific 
pasta shapes because they complement the sauce typically served with 
them. We’ve all heard of the common pastas: spaghetti, penne, lasagna, 
gnocchi and fettuccini to name but a few. But have you heard of the 
lesser-known cappellini (slightly thicker than angel hair), ditali (tiny tubes 
most often sprinkled into soups), bucatini (hollow spaghetti) and ziti (like 
penne, but the ends are straight cut)? Try them all if you can, and don’t  
be afraid of the carbs; you’ll need them to climb the Cinque Terre!  

France
YOU CAN HAVE YOUR CAKE AND 
EAT IT TOO ... SO MAKE SURE TO 
BRING YOUR SWEET TOOTH!
There are a million reasons to  
eat yourself around France, the 
fromageries, champagne houses 
and of course, patisseries, just  
a few of them. Then there are the 
charcuteries and boulangeries, 
but there’s just not enough space 
to wax lyrical about the wonders 
of all French food here, so we’ll 
just stick to the sweet stuff. 
Macarons should be at the very 
top of your must-eat list when  
in Paris. Not to be mistaken for 
the coconut macaroons your 
grandma used to make, a good 
macaron has two perfectly crisp 
outer shells held together with  
a dollop of ganache. With as many 
flavours as there are pastry chefs 
to create them, you may need to 
sample a few. If you’d like to try 
something sweet, but are missing 
a sweet tooth, why not try a tarte 
au citron (lemon tart) — a light, 
buttery pastry case holding a 
silky smooth citrus curd. Team 
one with a cup of French Earl 
Grey for the perfect morning tea.



WHETHER YOU’RE THROWING AN EPIC DISCO  
FOR 100 OR A DAYTIME GARDEN PARTY FOR FOUR,  

EVENT MANAGEMENT HERO JESSIE RAY  
HAS THE ANSWERS.

WORDS: Jessie Ray

pro 
Party like a  
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Entertainment

I n the event planning industry 
we sometimes hear the 
following anonymous quote: 

“Being an event manager is like 
riding a bike, except the bike is  
on fire, you’re on fire, everything 
is on fire and you’re in hell”. 

This is designed as a cheeky 
pick-me-up for event managers 
who understand the troubles  
of trying to predict the 
unpredictable, sculpt and mould 
energy in a crowd, and develop  
an offering for their guests. It’s 
not as easy as it seems, and the 
larger the crowd the more things 
that can go wrong!

Most people have held informal 
parties, dinners or helped 
coordinate community events,  
so you may well know that more 
goes into it than simply picking  
a date, venue and inviting people: 
event management is an art form 
that requires engaging with, 
motivating and surprising your 
guests. If you can’t let your 
guests know why they should 
attend, then chances are that 
your party isn’t go to be high  
on their priority list. 

How to set your event 
apart from the rest
For smaller events, such as 
garden parties, it’s all about the 
vibe and ambience. Think about 
how to make your guests feel 
special. What can you do to 
surprise them? Themed parties 
are one way to get people excited 
and involved in your event, but 
sometimes all it takes is some 
creative decorations and a clever 
use of space to encourage people 
to interact with each other.

For larger events the logistics are 
only 20 per cent of the work, with 
marketing and promotion, sales, 
attendee experience, follow-up, 
relevance in social discourse and 

learning taking up the bulk of your 
time. For example, my community 
event Art Party began with a 
group of very amateur singer/
songwriters; however, as the 
maturity of our performers  
grew, so too did our need for 
infrastructure, technical support 
and management of the crowd. 
There’s no point in having an 
incredible singer on stage if the 
audience are unruly or the sound 
tech is not capable of supporting 
the artists. 

With Art Party’s audience we have 
drilled down the ‘rules’ of our 
event so that the artist is always 
right, not the ticketholder. This  
is a radical way of respecting our 
artists in a world where capitalism 
is given a higher respect than 
culture and art. In our community, 
our event has elevated itself by 
how we treat our performing 
artists, and we invite the audience 
to become a part of their journey, 
rather than the other way around. 

how to go with the 
flow When events  
get weird 
At one Art Party in the iconic 
underground warehouse The 
Hutch, in Sydney, I invited ‘arts 
experience’ performer Bravo 
Child to perform. On stage, he 
chose to create a tactile moment 
of — in his words — “delicious 
connection” between a group  
of 10 volunteers from the crowd  
by asking them to smear each 
other with melted chocolate live 
on stage before he individually 
wrapped them in cling wrap to 
create “living sculptures”. 

This is not our standard Art Party, 
but I can guarantee you no one 
will ever forget the sight of those 
living sculptures waddling their 
way off stage to the bathrooms 
through a crowd of 300 people!  
It was a logistical nightmare to 

WHO IS OUR PRO, JESSIE RAY?
Jessie Ray is an emerging visual artist and  
a professional event manager of corporate 
conferences and community arts events  
such as Art Party (artparty.com.au). Her 
experience has given her valuable insights 
into creating memorable moments, 
successful interactions and engagement  
at events of all sizes.
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WE’VE REVAMPED  
OUR ONBOARD 
ENTERTAINMENT 
PROGRAM TO 
INCLUDE THREE NEW 
PARTY CONCEPTS. 
SEE YOU THERE!

Bianco White Party is  
set to be the biggest night  
on any cruise as we whiteout 
the open deck with special 
effects, white cocktails and 
live music. Make sure you 
come dressed in your 
brightest whites!

Gatsby Party themed cocktail nights 
include our classic production show 
The Velvet Rope and an after-party 
evoking all the glitz of the 1920s.

The Back to School party in the 
nightclub is where you can boogie  
on down to all the hits (and misses!).

clean up and the smell of 
chocolate lingered in the air for 
days, but it was worth it for the 
memories and laughter created. 

How to one-up 
yourself at your  
next event
Making your next party as exciting 
as the last is a challenge. The  
best approach is to ask your 
guests for feedback, listen to  
their experiences and adapt your 
event’s style in line with their 
needs. As a professional 
conference event manager  
I maintain guest satisfaction  
by providing unique approaches  
to the same old format — we want 
our attendees to take away a 
memory, an experience or a new 
taste or sense, rather than feeling 
like they were outsiders. 

This approach works equally well 
for small parties — people come 
to an event in anticipation of a 
series of valuable memories and 
you must do your best to honour 
that excitement.  

Feel the beat

Top tips to make any 
event a stand out

Lock in a date, stick to it and begin 
promotions at least one month 
beforehand to give people notice.

Let everyone know why you’re 
holding the event, for whom and 
what is expected of the audience/
invitees: Given half a chance, most 

people will want to help create 
the experience — let them! 

Find a suitable venue and treat 
the venue owners like the gods 
they are: these relationships are 
worth their weight in gold.

Whether you’ve invited 10 people 
or 1000, each should leave with  
a feeling of acceptance and a 
positive impression. 

Whether through entertainment, 
thoughtful detailing, a communal 
activity, networking boosts, 
sponsorship or more, there are 
many ways to turn your event 
from a ‘flat’ 2D event into a 
dynamic, exciting and creative 
experience for all. Good luck!

Plan aheaD

COMMUNICATE

GET THE VENUE RIGHT

BE WELCOMING

DIVERSIFY YOUR OFFERING
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sideshow alley

P&O CRUISES PRESENTS

NOW SHOWING onboard PACIFIC ARIA & PACIFIC EDEN

content SCOTT OGIER lighting GAVAN SWIFT arrangements DAVID PRITCHARD BLUNT Costumes NIGEL SHAW COSTUME DESIGNS 
 makeup design NICOLA MAGIROS construction M.N.R. CONSTRUCTIONS      created by ERTH VISUAL & PHYSICAL INC. Props BRETT CLARKE

screen musical

wig and set carousel horse

produced by GRAYBOY ENTERTAINMENT created by GRAEME GILLIES & DAVID PRITCHARD BLUNT 

directors MANDY LIDDELL & GRAEME GILLIES choreography MANDY LIDDELL
concept



You can find P&O Cruises on:48  Pacific. Issue 10 2016

If you enjoyed your cruise as much as we enjoyed having you, then share your selfie and 
let the Earthlings know what they’re missing. Upload your best shot to social media using 

the hashtag #LikeNoPlaceOnEarth so everyone knows exactly how much fun you had.



Enjoy one of
these fine brews

on board

VICTORIA BITTER
4.9% ABV

Australia’s favourite. 
The best cold 
beer for a hard  
earned thirst.

BULMERS  
4.7% ABV

Authentic British Cider, 
Best served over ice. 

Available in either 
Original or Pear.

CASCADE (LIGHT)
2.6% ABV 

Full-flavoured, 
lower alcohol.

CARLTON DRY
4.5% ABV

A remarkably smooth, 
crisp, dry finish achieved 

through a special 
brewing process.

CARLTON DRAUGHT
4.6% ABV

 Full-strength 
lager that is as 

fresh as the day  
it was brewed.

PURE BLONDE
4.6% ABV

Light, crisp, lager. 
Nothing artificial,  

lower in carbohydrates.

FAT YAK 
4.7% ABV

Distinctive hop 
driven, fruity aromas.

CARLTON COLD
3.5% ABV

Colder, bolder, fresher.

STRONGBOW
5% ABV

Australia’s #1 Cider*, easy 
drinking & refreshing.

CROWN LAGER
4.9% ABV

Australia’s finest crafted 
from 100% natural malt.

*Source: Nielsen Scantrack, August 
Volume MAT.   
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